
bearings, however, have been taken into account.

Based on rhe fìndings regarding their evolution, a rypologicai
categorisation of the bearings has been introduced. Moreover,
the context oftheir technological development has been
analysed, as well as the way in which the nascent building
supervision authorities influenced these processes.

Finally, the thesis describes the main areas where bridge
bearings made from either cast iron or steel are facing
problems resulting from their moveable parts today.The
mâterial for this discussion has been provided by the rules

and formulas developed by the engineers, either through
calculations or with the help of experiments to wârrânt
suitable load-carrying capaciry and the serviceabiliry ofthe
bearings.

The analysis of these points is based on an evaluation of the
historical literature tackling questions regarding the bearings
as well as selected sources from archives. In the catalogue of
this thesis these sources are organized according to specific

criteria relevant for this study. (The full text can be found
under: http:/./opus.kobv.delbtu/volltexte / 201,0 / 2069 /

Book Reuieuts

MPhil at the University of Bath

The MPhil in Architectural History and Theory at the

Universiry of Bath invites applications fì'om students wishing
to pursue advanced studies in the history and theory of
architecture within the architecture department's Centre

for Advanced Studies in Architecture (CASA). Beginning
2010, we have a new collaboration with the RIB,\ Library,

drawings and photographs collection. This oflers students

access to a world-class collection of primary resources for
study.The range ofresearch topics covered is broad, with
expert supervision provided by a team ofarchitectural
historians, with research interests ranging from classical

ântiquiry to the most up-to-date computer-assisted modelling
of historic architectural and urban environments.The MPhil
is a ¡esearch degree and work is focused on the dissertation.

A series of seminars and research method workshops, as well
as individual tutorial supervision, guide students through the

writing and research process.

For further information contact the course director, Dr.
Fabrizio Nevola, at f.nevola@bath.ac.uk o¡ consult the

website: http :,//www.b ath.ac.uk/ ace / mphil-arch-history-
theory/
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The analyses of historic failures have been the stuffof much
engineering science. Failures ofbridgeworks have featured in
many texts and teaching programmes. Professor Scheer has

assembled a large variery of histories of faiiures and classified

them by his own criteria.A total of536 incidents have

been exarnined in varying degrees ofdetail with a declared

absence of detailed information in 96 cases. He has assigned

each case to one ofnine failure categories.

His cases are mostþ taken from German published sources

supplemented by a few, mostþ American, but not exclusively

so, and other English-language sources. He is at his best when
presenting events in which he has been involved for over

fìfty years - often as a forensic expert. Mâny are unpublished

elsewhere.This is the second edition of a text, first published

in 2000 in German only.Although the second edition has

been competently translated into English, the author has

given scant âttention to non-German sources during the

decade berween editions.

The author does not claim to be encyclopedic.This is

perhaps as wel1, as no British author of a book of similar

scope would have omitted to mention both the Bragg and

Merrison reports. Neither is referred to by name, and it
is unlikely thaÍ an uninformed reader would be aware of
any of their activities after reading this text.The collapse of
the faisework for the LoddonViaduct, which triggered the
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Bragg Report and led to 855975 and subsequentþ to nN
128l2,is not mentioned in a coherent way. (Jnfortunately,

a garbled entry in a table on page226 muddles the Loddon

and the.W'est Gate Bridge disasters.The'W'est Gate Bridge in
Melbourne and its exemplary Royal Comrnission report has

also been given short shrift.Three smâll photographs from the

latter and the briefest suûìmary did find their way into the

text.The Cleddau Bridge, although in his lists, is only cited

once - from a 1.972 jownal article published in Belgium.
The article cited is a relatively brief comparison of three

comparable steel box girder collapses.The Merrison report is

unmentioned.

For the informed British reader it is perhaps a blessing not to
have such well-known disasters repeated again, and salutary

to be reminded that most of the world has little time to
pay âttention to smaller countries like the UK.There are

valuable lessons to be learnt from failures in bigger countries

like Germany and the USA. Professor Scheer's choice of
historic accidents is most instructive. His case studies reflect

the likely causes ofbridge failures.Three-eighth failed

during construction, more than a third of those as a result of
falsework failing.A further quârter failed in normal service

(usually from one offive causes - defective design, structural

overload, material problems such as corrosion, wind or other
dynarnic eflects, or defi ciencies in maintenance). Another
eighth arose fiom the impact of a ship collision.The final
quarter failed from natural or man-made events such as flood,

ice, fire, vehicular impact or seismic activiry.

This mass of data has been impressively marshaled to provide

a coherent 29 pages of concluding remarks listing the main

lessons from history. He describes general lessons learnt

from each stage - design, structural detailing, construction
manâgement, the subsequent inspection and maintenance

of old bridges.Three of these pages sumrnarise the author's

own perspective of these lessons applied to the practice of
engineering.

A further tlvo pages gleaned from over thirty years'

experience ofteaching and research are concerned with
the teaching ofstructural engineering. Scheer cautions

against the pursuit ofeasy to teach analytical processes with
programmable, reproducible results. He emphasizes the

di{lerence befiveen this approach and educating students in
structural design - a creâtive process, which does not have

a 'correct' answer. He suggests a dozen of different training
methods that assist in developing design skìlls. His dozen

include several based on the lessons ofhistory, including
acting out actual construction information exchanges,

developing new methods to analyse existing structures, and

assigning groups ofstudents the task ofdescribing actual

structural failures and discovering their causes.

This is a fascinating book. It tackles a complex topic in a

most comprehensive manner. Its minor flaws are more than
oflset by the weight of evidence ¡ssembled and should be

appreciated by all who need to learn the lessons of history in
construction.

Robert C. McWílliam

Saltaire:The Making of a

ModelTown
by NeilJackson,Jo

Lintonbon and Bryony
Staples

Spire Books, 2010,257 pp.,

rsBN 978 190496521 3

Saltaire:The Making of a ModelTown is a thorough
and well-illustrated examination of the physical plan and

architecture of the community Titus Salt built to house

employees of his enormous textile works. In the middle of
the nineteenth century Salt, a Bradford textile manufacturer,

erected what was then the largest factory in the world in the

relatively rural town of Shipley, a few miles up the RiverÀire
from central Bradford.To accommodate the thousands of
hands he eventually employed, Salt built a housing estate just
across the railroad tracks from the mill.The mill and village

were to be stâte-oÊthe-art - the residences not mere shelter

from which workers could easily trudge to their stations at

the mill, but a community complete with shops and public

facilities, designed to be sanitary, well-ventilated, and even

beautiful.

The resulting Saltaire mill and village were and are celebrated

sites that have been the subject ofseveral studies, including
one by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport to

UNESCO (2000), which nominated the sites to the'World
Heritage List. (They were so listed in 2001.) What Saltaire:

The Making of a ModelTown adds to previous researches
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